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This paper discusses events in the Pontic steppes after the death of Noghai 
and efforts of khan Tokhta aimed at the reorganization of the right wing of the 
Ulus of Juchi. The political instability, bloody conflicts among Noghai’s sons, as 
well as conspiracies and revolts in which the khan’s closest relatives also partici-
pated had grave demographic and economic consequences in the region lying 
between the Dnieper and Danube rivers. More than two years passed before 
Tokhta finally managed to establish the presence of central authority, while deal-
ing with another important task at the same time – assertion of the Tatar suprema-
cy in the lands bordering the Golden Horde. 
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Turbulent events that followed the death of Noghai and khan 
Tokhta’s policies aimed at reorganization of the lands that belonged to his 
bitter enemy are usually presented and outlined briefly. However in sever-
al recent studies, written by Russian, Hungarian and Romanian scholars, 
their significance was duly noted [13, p. 141–147; 43, p. 259–263; 58, 
p. 91–98]. A critical look at the affairs in the Pontic steppes between 1300 
and 1302 is important for numerous reasons. At the first place, it casts a 
much needed light upon the ambiguous character of mutual relations be-
tween the central power and local steppe aristocracy; furthermore, it offers 
insight into internal organization of the western parts of the Golden 
Horde; last but not least, it provides the possibility to assess how internal 
struggles among the Tatars reflected on neighboring lands. All three 
above mentioned issues are discussed in this paper.  

Considering the limited chronological frame of the text, there is no 
need to relate here in detail neither the causes, nor the course of the war 
between Tokhta and Noghai (1297–1299)1. It is sufficient to point out that 

                                                      
1 The question of Noghai’s adoption of the title of khan is another issue left aside 

in the text. It is attested by numerous coins bearing his name and the title discovered 
primarily in Isaccea, but also at other sites in the Danube delta, Crimea and in North-
east Bulgaria [51, p. 191–214; 52, p. 245–258]. However, some of these findings were 
wrongly attributed to Noghai [28, p. 76–79; 29, p. 17–19]. My gratitude goes to 
V.N. Nastich (Oriental Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences), who turned my atten-
tion to the last two references cited above. 
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the decisive battle at the field of Kukanlyk (probably the river Kogilnikin 
the Odessa region [40, p. 163]) in late 1299 – early 1300 had tremendous 
consequences. The old leader of the right wing of the Golden Horde was 
captured and murdered at the hands of an enemy Russian soldier, while 
many among his men were either slain or fell into captivity and eventually 
sold into slavery [6, p. 102–104, 111; 25, p. 85–86; 31, p. 113–115, 122; 
49, p. 489]. The ravages of war spread over the vast region of Danube-
Dnieper interfluve. Russian chroniclers wrote about the plight of the met-
ropolitan of Kiev who, due to the war conditions had to abandon his seat, 
followed by many of his flock [5, p. 150; 20, p. 485; 21, p. 84; 30, p. 16; 
53, p. 92–95]. Another testimony of the thorough waves of destruction 
was preserved in coin hoards discovered near Maurocastro (contemporary 
Belgorod Dnestrovskiy) and Oțeleni, not far from Iași [9, p. 117–120; 14, 
p. 95–96; 19, p. 64]. The chaos resulted from the operations of the victori-
ous Tokhta’s armies, but also from the actions of those forces belonging 
to the defeated, but not yet destroyed party.  

* * * 
Noghai left behind him three grown up sons – Chaka (Djeka) of un-

known mother; Teka, son of Chubei; and Turai, son of his main wife 
Alakha (Baylak) [25, p. 86]2. All three of them managed to escape the final 
bloodshed at the field of Kukanlyk by sneaking through enemy lines. After 
they retreated to the west, it was Chaka who managed to gather remnants of 
the beaten father’s army, to take over the power and to proclaim himself as 
his sole successor. It was a prelude to a bitter and desperate struggle that led 
to the downfall of Noghai’s descendants, described in detail by Mamluk 
historian Baybars al-Mansuri and reflected in the works of Rashid al-Din, 
Byzantine writer George Pachymeres and several other sources. 

Although Noghai’s sons were symbols of the resistance to the khan’s 
authority, they did not represent a cohesive force. Relations between Cha-
ka and Teka were anything but harmonious and seeds of their discord 
were sown even during their father’s lifetime. As we are told by Rashid 
al-Din, before the decisive battle the younger brother secretly entered the 
negotiations with some discontented groups who defected to Tokhta. The 
talks proved to be a ruse and he was captured by the rebels, only to be 
eventually released thanks to the energetic efforts of Chaka [25, p. 85–86]. 
Teka received pardon from his father for his treacherous actions, but not 
from his older brother and the mistrust between them remained. When 
Chaka announced himself as his father’s successor, Baybars al-Mansuri 
confers that Theca again began to think about the defection [6, p. 104; 31, 
p. 115]. He enjoyed the support of two of his father’s widows – Alakha 

                                                      
2 Byzantine historian George Pachymeres says that Chaka’s mother was Alakha 

[48, p. 290–291]. This is usually accepted in the literature, but, in accordance with 
Rashid al-din, Baybars al-Mansuri also points out that neither Chaka, nor Theca, were 
Alakha’s sons [6, p. 99; 31, p. 109]. 
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and Chubei, who wanted to ask for pardon from the khan and to stop the 
further conflict. Chaka acted promptly in order to eliminate the opposi-
tion. He first sent his men to kill Teka and when they failed to perform the 
task, he did it on his own. Another victim of “the purge” became his 
stepmother Alakha [6, p. 104–105; 25, p. 86; 31, p. 115–116]. 

The sources reveal the existence of two confronting groups among the 
ruling elite of Noghai’s ulus. First one, led by Chaka was eager to continue 
the fight until the bitter end, while another, embodied in Noghai’s widows 
and his middle son Teka, openly expressed willingness to make peace with 
Tokhta and save what could be saved. The existence of personal hatred was 
not the cause of political disagreement; it just fuelled it to a greater extent 
and in these circumstances the physical elimination of close relatives did 
not serve any other purpose except to further deepen the crisis. Due to the 
committed fratricide, a conspiracy against Chaka was formed, led by two 
emirs: Taz, Noghai’s son-in-law and Tunghuz, brother of one of Noghai’s 
wives [6, p. 99, 100; 31, p. 109, 111]. Both were considered very influential 
among the local elite and the latter evidently enjoyed Chaka’s favors; he 
elevated Tunghuz to a position of his “deputy”, thus making him the com-
mander of his armies [6, p. 105; 31, p. 116]. 

According to Baybars al-Mansuri, in 700 A.H. (1300–1301), immedi-
ately after the murder of Teka, the two leaders decided to organize an 
expedition against “Vlachs and Rus’”, that is Bulgarian lands and western 
Russian principalities [6, p. 105; 31, p. 116]3. Slavic princes, who pre-
viously acknowledged Noghai’s supremacy, evidently renounced their 
allegiance to his successor, but besides its punitive character, gathering of 
manpower, horses and provisions necessary for the continuation of war 
might have also played important part in the organization of this enter-
prise. Whatever their initial intentions were, Taz and Tunghuz changed 
their plans as soon as they went far enough to be out of the reach. They 
held council, decided to turn back and to swiftly strike on Chaka, but it 
happened that he found out about their betrayal from a fugitive. Being 
outnumbered, he decided to flee to the country of As (Alans), roughly 
corresponding to the region of South Moldavia. He had with himself only 
a small retinue of 150 men, but he managed to swiftly gather and organize 
a new army, consisted mainly of faithful Alans. While Taz and Tunghuz 
were busy plundering enemy’s abandoned camps, he suddenly appeared 
and inflicted upon them a crushing defeat. Noghai’s daughter Tugulja 
heroically fought in the battle, on the side of his brother and against her 
husband Taz [6, p. 105; 31, p. 116–117]. Her role in the conflict is yet 
another intriguing detail that reveals deep discord among the members of 
Noghai’s family. 

                                                      
3 Some researchers believe that term “Vlachs” should be interpreted as inha-

bitants of Vallachia or Moldavia, but Baybars al-Mansuri constantly uses this 
ethnonym for Bulgarians [5, p. 150; 30, p. 20; 58, p. 92–93]. 
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Aware that bloody clashes among his opponents would serve his pur-
poses, Tokhta initially did not interfere in the power struggles among 
Noghai’s successors. But when Taz and Tunghuz suffered defeat and 
pleaded to him for help, he quickly responded by sending to them a large 
army, led by his brother Burluk. Encouraged by the support, the two rebel 
leaders announced they will continue the fight and Chaka, again faced 
with superior enemy, made a fateful decision. He decided to abandon his 
holdings, to cross Danube and to enter Bulgaria. It happened in late 1300 
or early 1301 [6, p. 106; 31, p. 117]4. 

In order to properly understand his motives, a note about Bulgarian-
Tatar relations needs to be inserted here. In the early eighties of the thir-
teenth century, Noghai imposed his supremacy in Bulgarian lands, politi-
cally split between the two entities – Empire of Tarnovo controlling cen-
tral and eastern parts of the country and Principality of Vidin, comprising 
northwestern regions lying on the right bank of Danube. Both were ruled 
by influential Bulgarian nobles of Cuman descent, belonging to Terter and 
Shishman family respectively. Not long after 1285, in order to strengthen 
the ties with the ruling dynasty in Tarnovo, Noghai decided to marry Cha-
ka with a daughter of emperor George I Terter [48, p. 290–291]. The Bul-
garian ruler soon lost Tatar support and in 1292, he was replaced on the 
throne by a local aristocrat Smilets, but members of his family still en-
joyed Noghai’s favors. According to Pachymeres, at the very end of the 
thirteenth century, Terter’s son Theodore Svetoslav, then present in the 
lands north of the Danube, entered his marriage with Eyphrosyne, daugh-
ter of certain Mankous5, and grand-daughter of rich merchant Pantholeon6, 
while her godmother was another Eyphrosyne – Noghai’s Byzantine wife 
[18, p. 177–185; 46, p. 92–93; 48, p. 290–291]7. The account of the Byz-
antine historian shows that the marriage was probably concluded under 

                                                      
4 There are different opinions about the time of Chaka’s crossing into Bulgaria – 

spanning from late 1299 to the summer of 1301. The date proposed her is based on 
the fact that Baybars al-Mansuri writes about Chaka’s arrival in Bulgaria sub anno 
700, i.e. after September 1300, and according to him, the pretender was murdered in 
the same year, i.e. before Sep. 1301. It must be taken into account that his stay in 
Bulgaria lasted at least several months. 

5 Mankous is just a grecisized variant of a Turco-Mongol name, either Mongke 
or Mangush [10, p. 226; 50, p. 179]. 

6 Who may be identical with Pantaleo de Vicina, a merchant mentioned in a 
Genoese document dating from 1281 [39, p. 48, 173; 43, p. 260]. 

7 It was usually supposed that Theodore Svetoslav had been sent by his father to 
Noghai as a hostage, but this long-held conjecture is groundless. Pachymeres mentions 
that the Bulgarian prince was impoverished and had to rely on Pantholeon’s support, 
thus indicating that he was probably a political fugitive. The circumstances of his stay in 
the Pontic steppes are obscure, but on the basis of numismatic findings an intriguing 
hypothesis has been put forward by distinguished Romanian scholar P. Diaconu, accord-
ing to which Theodore Svetoslav remained in control of the territories around Danubian 
fortress of Silistra after the dethronement of his father [45, p. 242–256]. 
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the Noghai’s auspices and this is further corroborated by Baybars al-
Mansuri, who mentions that wife of the ruler of the Vlachs, i.e. Theodore 
Svetoslav, was a relative of Chaka [6, p. 106; 31, p. 117]. It may be as-
sumed that after the death of Smilets in 1298, Noghai considered Theo-
dore Svetoslav as an adequate replacement on the Bulgarian throne and 
therefore arranged his marriage with a suitable candidate from the wide 
circle of his kindred. 

If such a plan, aimed at the restoration of Terter dynasty in Tarnovo 
existed, it did not materialize due to the ongoing conflict with the khan 
from Sarai. Theodore Svetoslav stayed in Tatar lands for the time being. 
During the year of troubles, marked by the bloody dissensions between 
Noghai’s sons, the Bulgarian prince was numbered among Chaka’s prom-
inent followers. Despite his foreign origin, he was considered as an im-
portant member of the local elite8. He had an important role in Chaka’s 
schemes, because of his influence among local nobility and general 
knowledge of his native country. Therefore, it is not surprising that a stra-
tegic partnership was concluded between them; according to Pachymeres, 
when Chaka invaded Bulgaria, Theodore Svetoslav managed to win over 
representatives of the domestic aristocracy for their cause. Consequently, 
he and his brother-in-law took control over Tarnovo with ease, not en-
countering any resistance [48, p. 290–291].  

It was earlier thought that Chaka himself became the emperor of Bul-
garia for a short time, but the hypothesis has been convincingly proved 
wrong [15, p. 71–75]. He was never crowned, nor did he have aspirations 
to the title. It was of little interest to a Chingisid prince, who, in the capac-
ity of Noghai’s successor, was already the nominal suzerain of the Empire 
of Tarnovo. He still possessed small army and he still enjoyed support 
among Tatar and Bulgarian nobility; undoubtedly, his aim was to secure 
foothold in order to organize a new force and to carry the flames of war 
back to the north. 

His plans were abruptly brought to an end. Pachymeres writes how 
Theodore Svetoslav suddenly attacked his brother-in-law, captured him 
and eventually strangled him with the help of Jewish executioners, kept at 
the court in Tarnovo for such purposes [48, p. 292–293]. Baybars al-
Mansuri gives somewhat different overview of these events, pointing out 
to the role of Tokhta in Chaka’s demise. According to him, the ruler of the 
Vlachs, instigated by his compatriots afraid of the khan in Sarai, decided 
to capture Chaka. He then informed Tokhta about his actions and in turn, 
the khan sent the murder warrant [6, p. 106; 31, p. 117]. The same story is 
repeated by geographer and historian Abul-Fida' al-Hamawi (Abulfeda), 

                                                      
8 Maybe it is not a coincidence that a certain Terkheriy, whose name reveals the 

affiliation to Cuman clan Terteroba, is mentioned among Noghai’s noyons [6, p. 100; 
31, p. 111]. His identification with Theodore Svetoslav is already proposed in recent 
studies [27, p. 249]. 
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who added a bizarre detail – after the execution of Chaka, Theodore 
Svetoslav sent his head to the khan in Crimea [34, p. 176–177]. 

Describing Chaka’s demise, Baybars al-Mansuri concludes that 
Tokhta’s empire was thus relieved of its opponents and khan’s wishes 
were fulfilled [6, p. 106; 31, p. 117]. But it was not yet destined to be, as 
Turai, the third son of Noghai, was still on the loose. His status and desti-
ny during the previous events is illuminated primarily by Rashid al-Din. 
Using the family ties (according to the Persian writer, he was married to a 
daughter of khan Abakha [25, p. 86]), he decided to seek refuge in Persia, 
together with his stepmother Chubei9. The Ilkhanid sovereign Gazan gave 
them refuge, but firmly rejected to interfere in the internal Juchid disputes 
[26, p. 169]. Indignant, but determined to continue the fight, Turai eventu-
ally returned to his homeland in 701 A.H. (1301–1302), where he found a 
useful ally in none other than Tokhta’s younger brother Sarai Buga, post-
ed in the meantime at “Noghai’s place”. It turned out to be a miscalculated 
choice. Turai won Sarai Buga's favors and eventually the returnee man-
aged to persuade him to overthrow Tokhta and himself become the new 
khan [6, p. 107; 31, p. 118]. 

Turai’s actions also deserve a bit of a consideration. He is mentioned 
neither among supporters of Chaka, nor among his opponents, but it is 
evident that he was left out when Chaka took the reins of power and ele-
vated Tunghuz as the commander of his armies. Furthermore, as Chubei, 
who followed him, was Chaka’s adversary, it may be concluded that 
Turai’s position also became precarious, if not directly life-threatening, 
after the murder of Teka. The question of his motivations in subsequent 
events is of no less importance. He returned from Persia only after Cha-
ka’s demise, when he became the oldest living member of Noghai’s fami-
ly and the natural successor of his father. According to Rashid al-Din and 
Baybars al-Mansuri he was driven by a desire for revenge, but it is obvi-
ous that his objectives went far beyond plain retribution. Turai aimed at 
nothing less than coup d’état in the Golden Horde and his final goal defi-
nitely was the return of the family lands under his authority [13, p. 147]. 

The moment for realization of these far reaching plans was excep-
tionally favorable. In the east, a great dispute arose over control of the so-
called Blue Horde, or Ulus of Orda. After the death of Orda’s descendant 
Konchi (Kunichi) in 1301, his sons began a battle for supremacy. Tokhta 
could not stay out of the conflict and as one of pretenders – Kuyluk, 
sought the help from Kaidu, master of Central Asia and de facto ruler of 
the Chagataid khanate, he sent military support to the other – Bayan [6, 
p. 107–108; 25, p. 67–68; 31, p. 118]. In the meantime, the conspirators in 
the west moved their army of some ten thousand men and crossed Volga. 

                                                      
9 A doubt exists whether the account of the Persian historian is entirely plausible. 

Other Mongol genealogies do not make a mention of any marriage between descen-
dants of Abakha and Noghai [8, p. 194–195]. 
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However, Sarai Buga made a fatal mistake by making a futile attempt to 
win over Burluk to their cause. Burluk not only remained faithful to 
Tokhta, but he also hurried to inform him about the betrayal of their 
common brother. The khan was ready to face his opponents with the army 
he had at his disposal and as a consequence, the rebellion was crushed and 
drowned in blood. Its leaders were captured and killed by his orders [6, 
p. 107; 31, p. 118–119]. 

Approximately two years after Noghai’s death all his sons disap-
peared from the scene. Teka was murdered by his older brother, Chaka 
met his fate at the hands of Bulgarian Emperor and Turai was captured 
and slain by the khan. Only one male member of the family remained – 
Noghai’s grandson and Chaka’s son Kara Kisek. One can only guess what 
his role in the previous events was. It is certain that he did not follow his 
father and it is not impossible that he assisted Sarai Buga and Turai, for 
according to Baybars al-Mansuri, after they were punished, Burluk sent 
his men to capture the young prince. Accompanied by two of his cousins – 
Cherik Temur and Yol Kutlu, Kara Kisek was unwilling to surrender his 
fate into his hands and instead decided to flee. Together with 3.000 
horsemen, a small remnant of once mighty Noghai’s armies, “they came 
to the land of Shishmanin the place called Budul (Vidin) in the vicinity of 
Kelar (King of Hungary)”. The prince of Vidin gave them refuge and they 
stayed there “roaming in various places and feeding with their swords”, 
i.e. working as mercenaries [4, p. 58; 6, p. 107–108; 16, p. 115–116; 19, 
p. 64; 31, p. 119; 42, p. 1101–1102; 58, p. 97–98]. 

Some historians have guessed that Kara Kisek’s mother had been 
Chaka’s Bulgarian wife. Even if that was the case (of which, not the 
slightest indication exists), his flight to Vidin must have been motivated 
by purely practical reasons. Unlike Theodore Svetoslav and princes of the 
Western Rus’, there are no indications that Shishman used the existing 
circumstances in order to break his ties with Noghai’s family. In the last 
decade of the thirteenth century, the Principality of Vidin benefited from 
the Tatar protection. Noghai’s actions and diplomatic pressure forced 
Serbian king Stephen Urosh II Milutin to retreat his armies from Bulgari-
an territories and to make peace with Shishman in 1293 or 1294, thus 
bringing not only stability to the Northern Balkans but also the Serbian 
kingdom under the Tatar sway for a short time [2, p. 120–122; 57, p. 13–
14]. Considering that Tatars provided military assistance crucial for the 
survival of the western Bulgarian state, thereby serving as a barrier against 
Serbian and Hungarian aspirations, Shishman’s loyalty to Noghai’s de-
scendants doesn’t come as a surprise. His decision to give refuge to Kara 
Kisek carried a certain risk, but nonetheless, it seems that it did not pro-
voke khan’s anger or retribution. Evidently, the young prince was neither 
willing to pursue the ambitions of his father and uncle, nor was a figure 
significant enough that could cause uproar and challenge Tokhta’s domi-
nance [16, p. 116–118]. At that moment, the khan had more pressing mat-
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ters to deal with and on his list of priorities the eventual elimination of 
Kara Kisek was undoubtedly of secondary importance. 

* * * 
Internal conflicts among Konchi’s successors, although initially lead-

ing to Bayan’s victory over Kuyluk, lasted several more years and must 
have depleted Tokhta’s resources to some extent [32, p. 134–145; 36, 
p. 23–25]. In addition, a border dispute arose between the Golden Horde 
and the Ilkhanids, although a full scale war in Transcaucasia was averted 
[6, p. 108, 156, 308; 7, p. 70–72; 23, p. 83–84; 31, p. 120, 196, 436]. 
Troubles in the east and the south were matched by combination of war 
ravages and natural disasters in the Pontic steppes that had disastrous con-
sequences on local economy. According to later writers Al-Makrizi and 
Al-Ayni, after three years of poor harvests and loss of livestock, in 702 
A.H. (1302–1303) a terrible drought hit the region, followed by pestilence 
and famine. Local population suffered to such a great extent that they 
were eventually forced to sell their women and children to Frankish and 
Muslim slave traders [6, p. 308, 359; 31, p. 436, 513].  

The Pontic steppes were depopulated to a great extent. Some ten to 
sixteen thousand Alans, faithful Chaka’s allies, en masse fled south of 
Danube in 1301 and entered the Byzantine service [35, p. 214–218; 48, 
p. 336–353]. The presence of Alan emigrants at the beginning of the four-
teenth century is also attested in Bulgaria, Serbia and Hungary [3, p. 253–
254; 35, p. 160–162; 41, p. 49–53; 57, p. 16–17; 58, p. 124–125]. Another 
group that suffered the consequences of war was a Mongol tribe Hadarkin, 
but in their case it was a forced relocation, rather than voluntary emigra-
tion, that characterized their plight. According to Rashid al-Din, a majori-
ty of them settled in the west with Noghai, but after his defeat they were 
ransacked and dispersed throughout various regions of the Golden Horde 
[24, p. 190]. Probably, the relocation of some other insubordinate tribal 
groups also took place after Tokhta’s final victory, but it is logical to as-
sume that these actions were not conducted on a larger scale, as no other 
such evidence has been preserved in the sources. 

 It has been noted already that the khan abstained from any activities 
in the west during the first year after the battle of Kukanlyk. He eventually 
sent the army commanded by Burluk in order to help Taz and Tunghuz in 
their fight against Chaka, but it was only a provisional measure. After the 
Noghai’s son beheaded in Tarnovo, Tokhta took first steps aimed at reor-
ganization of the acquired territories, initially posting his brother Sarai 
Buga at Noghai’s place. According to Baybars al-Mansuri, he also in-
stalled Kurmishi’s son Yanji at the post of his late older brother Abaji and 
finally, he sent two of his sons – Ilbasar and Tukhal Buga, to the domains 
in the west. While the former took over the position previously enjoyed by 
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his uncle, that is, the post of the commander of the right wing10, the latter 
was established in former Noghai’s residence in the Danube delta – 
Sakchi and in the lands stretching as far as the Iron Gates, i.e. the west-
ernmost parts of the Wallachian plains [6, p. 107, 108; 31, p. 117, 119]11. 
The final distribution and territorial division of the lands in the Pontic 
steppes, including Ilbasar’s appointment, took place in 1302, after the 
rebellion of Sarai Buga and Turai was crushed. 

In order to properly understand Yanji’s installment it needs to be 
mentioned that at the end of the previous century three sons of Kurmishi 
controlled the region on the right bank of Dnieper, inheriting domains 
from their father. They were numbered among Noghai’s tumen noyons, 
but in early 1299 they decided to defect to the khan’s side. Consequently, 
Abaji and the middle brother Kharajin were killed in the clash with Cha-
ka, Teka and Turai, while Yanji managed to escape [6, p. 101–102; 31, 
p. 112–113]. The return of the patrimony under his control reveals that he 
enjoyed Tokhta’s favors and by this step the khan wished to show his 
adherence to legitimism. In general, the establishment of the central au-
thority relied to the support of local elite, whose representatives changed 
their allegiances and swore fealty to the victorious side. Renegades Taz 
and Tunghuz also kept their privileges under the new government. 
Sources are silent in this aspect, but events that followed the enthronement 
of khan Uzbek in 1313 shed some light on the high status the two emirs 
enjoyed. According to Ibn Dukmak and Al-Ayni, Taz and Tunghuz were 
discontented because of the religious policies of the new khan and his 
adherence to Islamic faith and they conspired to overthrow him. Uzbek 
eventually managed to defeat and kill the rebellious leaders, as well as 
other influential magnates who supported them [6, p. 242–243, 362; 31, 
p. 323, 516; 44, p. 118, 120]. It is debatable whether the reasons of faith 
were really the main cause of their rebellion, but be that as it may, it is 
important to note that they had resources, followers and army large 
enough at their disposal. Therefore, their influential position in the local 
administration is not open to doubt12. 
                                                      

10 According to Baybars al-Mansuri, Ilbasar was initially sent to the river Yaik 
(=Ural). On the basis of that fact some historians supposed that Nogai had possessions 
in the Ural region, but it is not confirmed by any other source. Therefore, either men-
tion of Yaik, or its connection with Noghai, could constitute a mere error; even if 
Ilbasar was indeed sent to the east, less than a year later he was transferred to the 
Pontic steppes. Kalmyk scholar E. Khara-Davan identified the river as South Bug, but 
without providing argumentation for his thesis [33, p. 179]. 

11 Apart from a few exceptions, majority of researchers agree that the words of the 
Mamluk writer refer to the great gorge on Danube that divides middle and lower course of 
the river, situated on the border of modern Serbia and Romania. In Romanian language the 
region still carries the same name – ‘Porţile de Fier’, while in Serbian it is nowadays 
known as ’Djerdap’, which stems from the Turkish word ‘girdap’ – ‘swirl’. 

12 A vivid testimony of their activities in the Prut-Dniester interfluve is preserved 
in the local toponyms – Tazlău and Tonguzeni [56, p. 320]. 
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The khan’s policies in the West had three different aspects: displace-
ment of local nomadic tribal groups loyal to Noghaids, confirmation of the 
privileges to the representatives of the local steppe aristocracy who joined 
the victorious side and appointment of the close relatives to high posi-
tions. The khan’s sons were still very young at the time and their nomina-
tion served as asymbolic sign of complete victory over the enemy; it ra-
ther gave them opportunity to reign, than to actually rule. As a final con-
sequence, the special position of the westernmost ulus of the Juchids, i.e. 
its right wing survived. It was Ilbasar who became its head, while duties 
of the commanders in the west (Sakchi) and the east (the right bank of 
Dnieper), passed to Tukhal Buga and Yanji, respectively. 

* * * 
During his lifetime, Noghai managed to assert his supremacy in the 

Western Rus’, Carpathian basin and in the lands south of the Danube, but 
when the war in the steppes broke out, the dominant Tatar position in the 
region was shaken. The expedition of Taz and Tunghuz in 1300 reveals 
that the neighboring Slavic principalities used the favorable circumstances 
to severe the ties with the Golden Horde, but it did not last for long and 
Tokhta’s final victory eventually led to the reestablishment of the Tatar 
authority. This process is much less documented in the sources than inter-
nal struggles among different branches of Juchids or administrative reor-
ganization of the Pontic steppes, but it is nonetheless evident that it consti-
tuted one of the priorities in Tokhta’s politics. 

Especially meager is the source material about Tatar relations with 
Galicia-Volhynia at the beginning of the fourteenth century. Still, it may 
be taken for granted that Prince Yuri Levovich, who succeeded his father 
in 1301 and styled himself as the King of Rus’, acknowledged supremacy 
of the khan in Sarai soon after his accession, as it is attested by anony-
mous contemporary western source – Descriptio Europae Orientalis [37, 
p. 41]. In 1302 a joint Russo-Tatar military expedition against Sandomierz 
took place, and this enterprise clearly reflects the influence of the Juchid 
central authority in the Western Rus’ [22, p. 128; 30, p. 118; 54, p. 186; 
55, p. 853]. 

Conditions in Bulgarian lands are slightly better documented. As we 
have seen, Theodore Svetoslav recognized the khan as his suzerain in 
1301 and he did not hesitate to use the reconciliation with Tokhta to his 
own benefits 13. He brutally eliminated local opposition to his government, 
                                                      

13 On the basis of spurious circumstantial evidence, an opinion emerged accor-
ding to which Tokhta ceded to Theodore Svetoslav the city of Maurocastro and 
coastal area around the mouth of the Dniester, as a sign of gratitude for the elimina-
tion of Chaka. However, recent critics rightfully dismissed the hypothesis [11, p. 101–
106; 42, p. 1105–1106]. In my opinion, one evidence about the Bulgarian control of 
Maurocastro remains convincing enough – a Genoese document from 1316, stating 
that the “Emperor of Zagora” (=Bulgaria) refused to provide the compensation for the 
damage done to some traders “in Mau[r]ocastro and elsewhere” [38, p. 469]. None-
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not sparing even the Bulgarian patriarch Joachim III and using as pretext 
for the execution his support to (Noghai’s) Tatars [10, p. 112–114; 17, 
p. 27–33; 48, p. 292–293]. During Tokhta’s lifetime, the Bulgarian ruler 
remained his faithful vassal and dependent position of the Empire of 
Tarnovo is reflected in oriental and western sources alike [6, p. 154, 320; 
31, p. 197, 447; 47, p. 176]. Another testimony of strong ties between 
Bulgaria and the Golden Horde is provided by numismatic evidence. The 
mint in Sakchi, established by Noghai, continued its work after Tokhta’s 
victory, up to 711 A.H. (1311–12) [51, p. 193]. At that time the monetary 
reform was carried out in the Juchid lands [12, p. 62–67], and its reflec-
tion, according to one opinion, can be even seen on contemporary coins 
minted in Bulgaria [1, pp. 104–112]. The western Bulgarian state – the 
Principality of Vidin, where Kara Kisek and his men found the refuge, 
also acknowledged Tokhta’s supremacy during the first decade of the 
fourteenth century [37, p. 38–40]. 

Tokhta also established cordial relations with Byzantium and took as 
his bride Maria, the illegitimate daughter of Emperor Andronicus II [48, 
p. 294–295]. The government in Constantinople quickly realized the bene-
fits of rapprochement with the victorious side in internal Tatar struggles 
and in the following years, in order to ensure the favors, it did not hesitate 
to send an occasional tribute to Sarai [37, p. 7]. Still, the Tatar sphere of 
influence in the Balkans was not restored to its full former extent. The 
distant Serbian kingdom remained out of the khan’s reach and a contem-
porary of the events, archbishop Danilo II, stressed that the conflicts 
among the Tatars provided much needed relief for king Milutin and his 
state [2, p. 122]. Furthermore, in the plains between the Lower Danube 
and the Carpathians seeds of independent Principality of Wallachia were 
sown immediately after the death of Noghai. Eventually, in the third dec-
ade of the fourteenth century, favorable conditions on Tatar-Hungarian 
frontier enabled the energetic Wallachian leader John Basarab, who had 
strong ties with the Tatar world, to secure the independence of his state. 
However, during Tokhta’s lifetime, the Golden Horde remained the domi-
nant power in the region and considering the devastating consequences of 
the five years of wars and tribulations (1297–1302), it was quite an out-
standing accomplishment. In all, Tokhta’s final victory over Noghaid 
branch of the Juchids owed more to the well-conceived political strategy 
than to the involvement of military power. Albeit achieved at high cost, 
his measures brought long-desiredpeace and stability in the Pontic steppes 
and asserted the Tatar presence in the Lower Danube. 

 
 

                                                      
theless, the short-lived Bulgarian control over the Black sea port, attested in the doc-
ument, does not refer to the time of Tokhta and therefore, it must be discussed in the 
light of events in the Black Sea region during the early years of Uzbek’s reign. 
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ВОЙНА И МИР В ПОНТИЙСКОЙ СТЕПИ (1300–1302) 
 

Александар Узелац 
(Институт истории, Белград) 

 
Статья посвящена событиям, последовавшим за гибелью Ногая, и уси-

лиям хана Токты по реорганизации земель, принадлежавших ранее его про-
тивникам и расположенных между Днепром и Дунаем. 

Политическая нестабильность, внутренний конфликт между сыновьями 
Ногая – Джекой, Текой и Тураем; заговоры и перевороты, в которых при-
нимали участие и ближайшие родственники хана, в целом, имели большие 
демографические и экономические последствия в регионе. Только через два 
года хан сумел установить свою власть, но его окончательная победа была 
достигнута скорее политическим, чем военным путем. Он опирался на под-
держку местной степной аристократии, которaя сумела сохранить свои при-
вилегии и позиции при новом правительстве. Правое крыло джучидов про-
должало свое существование, хотя и под формальным управлением сына 
Токты Ильбасара. 

Окончание войны былo необходимой предпосылкой для восстанов-
ления татарского влияния в соседних землях. Хану Токте удалось утвердить 
татарскoе верховенство на нижнем Дунае и в Болгарии, а также обеспечить 
дружественные отношения с Византией. Его успехи являются бесспорными; 
но утвержденный баланс сил опирался, в значительной степени, на саму 
личность и харизму хана. Поэтому не удивительно, что конфликт между 
центром и периферией возобновился в понтийских степях в начале правле-
ния хана Узбека. 

Ключевые слова: Золотая Орда, Улус Джучи, Ногай, Токта, Джека, 
Болгария, центр – периферия, внутренние конфликты. 
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